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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Economics and efficient energy dispatch management is necessary to address 
the increase in energy demand within a limited energy resources while maintaining 
secure power system operation. Many researches have been conducted to overcome 
the issues in the implementation of Economic Dispatch (ED). Conventionally, ED 
problems concern with minimization of total costs while satisfying several operational 
constraints. In this research, a new optimization technique namely the Adaptive 
Tumbling Bacterial Foraging Optimization (ATBFO) technique was developed to 
solve the ED problems. In solving for the ED problems, the impact to the environment 
was also taken into consideration. Hence, the ED problem is termed Secured 
Economic Environmental Dispatch (SEED), in which the objective of the optimization 
now not only minimizing the cost of generation, but also ensuring minimum emission 
to the environment as well as reducing the total system losses. These objective 
functions were first considered individually and then were combined to be one multi 
objective function using the weighted sum approach. The multi objective technique is 
called Multi objective ATBFO or MOATBFO. The application of the developed 
optimization technique was extended to solve the Reactive Power Planning (RPP) 
problems. The objective of conventional RPP problems is to minimize the total power 
losses in a system. However, in this study, the aspect of security was also taken into 
consideration in terms of voltage stability condition in solving RPP problems. Hence, 
the RPP problem is now termed as security constrained RPP (SCRPP). In order to 
ensure maximum benefit would be obtained as a result of ED and RPP 
implementation in terms of generation cost minimization, total power losses 
minimization, while ensuring secure operating condition and minimum impact to 
environment, the proposed ATBFO and MOATBFO were utilized to solve for the 
Hybrid of SEED and SCRPP problem. An additional objective function was also 
taken into consideration in this which is maximum loadability improvement. The 
performance of the proposed techniques were used in solving SEED, SCRPP and 
Hybrid of SEED and SCRPP (HSEEDRPP) problems for the IEEE 118 bus system 
and also the IEEE 57 bus system. The comprehensive analyses were also conducted 
between two other familiar optimization methods known as original Bacterial 
Foraging Optimization (BFO) algorithm and Meta heuristic Evolutionary 
Programming (Meta-EP). From the results it shows that the multi objective ATBFO 
optimization is able to give better overall improvement in the objective functions for 
SEED, SCRPP and Hybrid of SEED and SCRPP problems. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
 
Power system optimization is a vital study for optimal power operation to 
provide smooth and sustainable load demand [1]. The rises of energy demand and 
insufficient of energy resources required for quality and secured dispatch. A well-
coordinated and optimized power system operation helps in satisfying Economic 
Dispatch (ED) among users of power networks. This requires for the researches to be 
conducted in order to study and develop new tools so that the optimization issues in 
ED could be overcome.  
Basically, the principal objective of load dispatch is to minimize the total fuel 
cost while satisfying the requirements of some important operational parameters. In 
today’s environment, efficient load dispatch requires not only to schedule the power 
generation at the least cost but also to consider the other performance factors to be 
optimized in power flow over the networks. The obligation of social attentions have 
influenced in reducing the energy conservation and pollution emission produced by 
power plants.  For that reason, the total cost function alone is no longer suitable as the 
main focus in optimizing the ED problems. In order to reduce pollution as a result of 
electrical power generation, minimization on emission should be added to objective 
function of ED which is generation cost minimization [2]. However, ED problems 
also subjected to the operational constraints and security criteria of a power system, so 
that the secured and economic loads are dispatched equally.  Therefore, the support to 
EDs is strongly related to the established Optimal Power Flow (OPF) over the power 
networks.  
In recent development, deregulation has made a great pressure in United States 
(US) power industry in providing economic load dispatch [3]. Thus, they found that 
reactive power support is critical and vital to sustain voltage and regulate power factor 
in electric power systems. This is proven by the Great 2003 Blackout over 
northeastern US and Canada in August 2003 caused by poor planning and managing 
of reactive power in US power system.  As a consequence, several objectives 
functions are suggested from researchers in this field in order adequate Reactive 
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